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Quincy L. Booth 

Office of the Director 

D.C. Department of Corrections 

 

IMPLEMENTATION OF MAYOR’S ORDERS ON COVID-19 

 

 We present this letter on behalf of the bargaining unit for all D.C. Jail corrections 

officers, the Fraternal Order of Police Department of Corrections Labor Committee. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 Today the Mayor announced the number of positive COVID-19 infected persons in the 

District of Columbia increased by 46 new cases to a total of 183.  Notably, of the new cases 13 

are in their 20s, 12 are in their 30s, and only 7 are over the age of 60.  The Mayor’s update also 

reports the following: 

 

With ongoing community transmission, contact tracing is focused on positive cases 

associated with childcare facilities, schools and universities, healthcare facilities, senior 

care facilities, correctional and detention centers, and facilities serving individuals who 

are experiencing homelessness.  Guidance will be published for healthcare providers, 

employers and the public to provide information on what to do if you have been 

diagnosed with or are a contact of someone who has COVID-19. 

 

 On March 19, our office sent an email to DOC regarding the quarantine of 50 inmates 

who came in contact with an infected U.S. Marshal at the Courthouse.  (Attachment A).  We 

received no response. 

 

 On the same date March 19, we sent a “Request for Information on Potentially 

Dangerous Conditions at the DOC Facilities” to DOC’s General Counsel and to its HR Director.  

(Attachment B).  The next morning, DOC’s General Counsel responded: “DOC is preparing a 

response to your inquires and will contact you as soon as possible.”  We have received no 

response. 

 

 On March 23, 2020, the FOP/DOC Labor Committee delivered to the DOC leadership 

and posted throughout the D.C. Jail an Announcement regarding critical actions to be addressed 
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by the Labor Committee regarding COVID-19, as well as the failure to prosecute an inmate for 

the brutal beating of a corrections officer.  (Attachment C). 

 

 Instead of communicating with the Union as requested on March 19, 2020, you issued a 

notice on the same date of March 23, announced at every roll call, falsely stating: “It has come to 

the agency's attention that employees of the DOC intend to engage in either a walkout and/or 

protest on the grounds of the DOC.”  Rather than communicating honestly with the Union on 

these critical conditions of work, you threatened the corrections officers with discipline.  This 

action was clearly in retaliation for the Union presenting legitimate concerns about your failure 

to implement protections for inmates and corrections officers.  This is not only an unfair labor 

practice and a prohibited personnel practice, but also a violation of the District of Columbia 

Whistleblower Reinforcement Act of 1998. 

 

 In the afternoon of yesterday, March 24, you summoned the FOP/DOC Labor Committee 

President Cpl. Benjamin Olubasusi to your office at the Reeves Center.  Without notice to 

HANNON LAW GROUP, you put Deputy Mayor Kevin Donahue and Mayor Bowser on your 

speaker phone.  The Mayor then falsely warned Cpl. Olubasusi that it is a “crime” for D.C. 

corrections officers “to walk out of the Jail.”  You asked Cpl. Olubasusi what the Union wants, 

as if our communications over the past 5 days were never read. 

 

 Also yesterday afternoon, HANNON LAW GROUP participated in a National 

Conference Call sponsored by the National Fraternal Order of Police on COVID-19.  Speakers 

on the call included high-ranking experts from the Department of Homeland Security, FEMA, 

and the White House, as well as FOP State Representatives from all 50 states.  The purpose of 

the call is to implement protocols for law enforcement officers and corrections officers 

nationwide.  Highlights from the call are the following: 

 

 Increasing infections will reduce the number of officers on duty. 

 

 Loss of officers on duty will increase the work load on the uninfected officers. 

 

 The resultant lack of officers will lead to additional crime and risk in the corrections 

 system. 

 

 PPE equipment is not being provided to officers nationwide. 

 

 Because “social distancing” is impossible in law enforcement, the infection rate among 

 officers will be higher than the general population. 

 

 Coordination and Communication between and among political leaders and officers is the 

 most important criteria to meet this challenge. 

 

 State health departments, which are in control of the distribution of PPE, must make law 

 enforcement and corrections officers a priority group for receipt of PPE and education. 
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CONDITIONS AT THE D.C. JAIL 

 

 The FOP/DOC Labor Committee, its Shop Stewards, and its members walk the line in the 

D.C. Jail 24/7.  You, Director Booth, are miles away at the Reeves Center, and your 

administrative staff remain behind glass walls and doors in the administrative section of the D.C. 

Jail, all in splendid isolation from the inmate population, with regular disinfection teams in 

gowns, gloves and masks.  Here is the report of our members on conditions at the Jail: 

 

1. There is no Communication and Coordination between DOC leaders and the 

FOP/DOC Labor Committee.  Labor/Management meetings are repeatedly 

cancelled, including one meeting scheduled during this critical time period. 

 

2. Inmates coming into the Jail are not screened for symptoms of COVID-19. 

 

3. Corrections Officers receiving and discharging inmates have no PPE; however, 

they must have direct contact with these inmates. 

 

4. Inmates continue to move within the Jail.  Those inmates in the four restricted 

housing units must be escorted by hand by corrections officers without any PPE.  

Inmates in non-restricted housing units travel alone through the Jail as required 

for appointments.  At latest count, there were 1,149 inmates in the Central 

Detention Facility and 509 in the Correctional Treatment Facility. 

 

5. The corrections officers assigned to housing units have no masks, insufficient 

gloves, no gowns, no disinfectants, and no comprehensive cleaning occurs on a 

regular basis in these units.  In each unit, one corrections officer is required to be 

out among the inmates at all times, without any protection. 

 

6. Inmates are not required to engage in any of the behaviors which the Mayor 

recommends for the general population, such as “social distancing”, repeated 

hand-washing, and health monitoring. 

 

7. Case workers must meet with inmates in small offices with no PPE or other 

distancing measures. 

 

8. Inmates continue to engage in recreation in a common yard, also without social 

distancing or other protections from the spread of COVID-19. 

 

9. Corrections officers enter the Jail three shifts a day.  There is no distancing at 

entrances, no distancing at roll calls, no attempt to obtain or record health 

concerns of each officer. 

 

10. When the D.C. Jail was forced to quarantine 65 inmates who were at risk to 

exposure to COVID-19 when they were at court, an ERT was designated to 

remove them from the general population to a “quarantine” housing unit.  The 
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ERT members refused the assignment without provision of gowns and other 

appropriate PPE protection.  They were ordered to remove the inmates with only 

masks and gloves.  During the extraction, one of the members was spit upon by an 

inmate.  Sgt. Alexander and Sgt. Graham were then removed from the ERT team 

and assigned to another post outside the Jail. 
 

11. These inmates were not “quarantined” in any meaningful manner.  They were 

housed two to a cell, and the corrections officers on the unit were not provided 

with any PPE or other means for protection against infections. 

 

WHAT DO WE WANT? 

 

 Both you and the Mayor asked Cpl. Olubasusi “What do you want?”  While this crisis 

should not be a time of legal technicalities, we choose to view this as a willingness by 

management to bargain over the terms and conditions of employment of our officers.  The 

following is an enumeration of our requests.  This list, as we all know, is subject to change as the 

pandemic changes. 

 

1.  A Daily Meeting among the Labor Committee, its Shop Stewards, its counsel and 

 the DOC Director, Deputy Director, and its counsel to discuss conditions and 

 responses to COVID-19; 

 

2.  A COVID-19 Protocol for officers and inmates including the following: 

   

  Restricted movement of inmates 

  Distancing among inmates/inmates, officers/officers, and officers/inmates 

  Incident Reporting of officers and inmates’ symptoms of illness 

3.  Regular Disinfection of the CDF and CTF 

4.  Priority for PPE for officers 

5.  Discontinuation of inmate transport for court appearances 

6.  14-day Quarantine for new inmates 

7.  Establish a quarantine unit 

8.  Establish an on-site testing unit for those meeting CDC test criteria, including 

 persons living in the household of a corrections officer 

 

9.  Treat COVID-19 among officers as duty-connected 
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 In addition, we require production of all videotape and investigative reports of the assault 

on Officer Sulaimon T. Abiola so that we may investigate the assault and present it to the U.S. 

Attorney’s Office for prosecution.  Corporal Ayodeji Falade, Officer Olumide Popoola, Officer 

John Lewis, Officer  Rahsard Roberts, Officer Abdou Alaguitouni and Corporal Damian Barnes  

and any other suspended officers must be returned to work pending your investigation into the 

assault. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

 We agree with Mayor Bowser’s sentiment that these are difficult times, and we should all 

be pulling on the same rope.  However, cooperation is a two-way street.  We note with a great 

deal of concern that at today’s news conference, the Mayor stated that corrections officers do not 

require PPE because they do not provide medical care.   

 

 The District of Columbia cannot treat its corrections officers as chattel.  Already, the life 

expectancy among corrections officers nationwide is among the lowest in law enforcement. 

 

 Thank you for your courtesies. 

 

      Sincerely, 

 

      s/ J. Michael Hannon 

 

      J. Michael Hannon 

 

   

  

 

 

 

  

 


